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Quantitative exposure assessment for confinement of maize 
biogenic systems 
Jeffrey D. WOLT*, Yuh Yuan SHYY, Paul J. CHRISTENSEN, Karin S. DORMAN, Manjit MISRA
Biosafety Institute for Genetically Modified Agricultural Products, Iowa State University, Ames, IA 50011, USA
The development of transgenic crops as production platforms for biogenic agents will largely depend on the
success of efforts to confine the genes and their expressed proteins in field environments. We have used
quantitative exposure assessment to evaluate how management practices affect materials escape due to
outcrossing by pollen flow or grain loss during harvest operations. Specifically, we study the use of maize to
produce biogenic agents within field-confined systems. Decision trees representing simplified schemes of fully
conforming (designed to comply with current regulatory standards for field confined trials), partially conforming,
and non-conforming management practices were developed. Exemplifying assumptions and published data for
conformance and material fate probabilities were used in Monte Carlo simulations to forecast materials escape
by pollen outcrossing and harvest operations from a 1 ha source field. Deterministic analyses showed fully
conforming confinement management restricted materials loss to low levels (for this example, outcrossing
produced <1 in 106 kernels in receptor fields). The corresponding high-end (90th percentile) probabilistic result
was 16- and 4333-fold higher (relative to deterministic outcrossing = 1) for outcrossing and harvest loss,
respectively. For partially conforming practice, high-end outcrossing ranged from 100- to >15 000-fold over the
base result in receptor fields, and harvest loss was >10 000-fold over the base result. For non-conforming
practice, high-end outcrossing produced >15 000-fold greater kernels in receptor fields and high-end harvest
loss was at least 19 000-fold greater. Deterministic estimates of off-field loss by machine transfer are as much
as 30 000-fold higher for non-conforming operations relative to the base case of pollen outcrossing. Better
knowledge of failure frequencies for confinement management practices, improved physical models of
materials flows, refined analysis of confinement loss probabilities using quantitative tools, and decision analysis
to improve and audit management system performance are all needed to extend understanding of confinement
integrity beyond the exemplifying case used here. 
Keywords: transgenic / containment / plant manufactured pharmaceutical
INTRODUCTION
Since their relatively recent inception, the cultivation of
crops expressing transgenic traits has become widespread.
In 2003, more than 67.7 million hectares were planted
worldwide with crops expressing transgenic traits (James,
2003). Despite their rapid adoption by producers, some
public and regulatory questions remain regarding the long
term impacts of these products (NRC, 2002). In order to
manage uncertainties surrounding these technological
innovations, and in response to earlier breakdowns in the
management of transgenic trait deployment and distribu-
tion (Bucchini and Goldman, 2002), considerable care has
been taken to ensure confinement of products lacking full
regulatory approval. Despite these efforts, incomplete
compliance with regulatory conditions for confinement of
transgenic crop field experiments can occur (USDA,
2004; USEPA, 2002). Incomplete compliance is of special
concern when food plants are used as biogenic platforms
for pharmaceutical and industrial protein production,
since these products are not intended to occur in foods or
feeds. The concern intensifies when unintended gene flow
results in gene replication within seed supplies used in
food/feed production (Mellon and Rissler, 2004).
Within the United States, research into plant-based
expression and field production of biopharmaceuticals
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and industrial enzymes in food crops is moving at a rapid
pace, but is hindered by uncertainties surrounding the abil-
ity to adequately confine biotechnology agents in field
environments. The use of transgenic crop plants as in-field
platforms for commercial production of biotechnology
agents will require the establishment of highly reliable and
verifiable means of confinement (FDA, 2003). In recogni-
tion of the need for increased vigilance in the confinement
of experimental materials, USDA-APHIS (the responsi-
ble authority within the United States) has modified
permitting conditions for field testing of plants engineered
to produce either pharmaceutical or industrial compounds
and has increased regulatory oversight to ensure compli-
ance (USDA, 2003a; 2003b). Even so, questions and
challenges remain regarding the adequacy of the confine-
ment schemes that are being proposed (Ellstrand, 2003). 
As described by Ellstrand (2003), no technology is risk
free; therefore, the balance of societal risks and benefits
must be considered when determining the appropriate
safeguards and regulatory scrutiny needed to manage the
technology. Risk assessment affords a formalized process
for scientific evaluation of the risks posed by field con-
fined plant biogenic pharmaceutical production (Peterson
and Arntzen, 2004). Formalized risk assessment has broad
applicability to innovations of biotechnology (Wolt and
Peterson, 2000). In particular, quantitative risk assessment
methods that describe the probability for harm under envi-
ronmentally realistic exposures have been usefully
applied to problems of modern biotechnology (Sears et al.,
2001; Wolt et al., 2003). Well-recognized techniques for
quantitative risk assessment, especially quantitative expo-
sure assessment (see for example Cullen and Frey, 1999;
Vose, 2000), allow scientifically sound evaluation of the
confinement conditions necessary to meet risk manage-
ment objectives for field-confined plant biogenic systems
at all stages of development, from experimental trials
through commercial production. 
The objective of this study was to apply quantitative
exposure assessment (QEA) to assess field confinement
practices for maize as a biogenic production system using
the available published data and exemplifying assump-
tions in the absence of data. Specifically, we report a
preliminary assessment of the levels of outcrossing and
harvest loss during commercial-scale field production
when applying current recommended confinement prac-
tices for field-confined trials (USDA, 2003a; 2003b). For
this study, we focus on three questions, summarized to
what quantity of maize kernels expressing the biogenic
trait:
1. escapes to non-source fields due to loss of pollen
confinement;
2. remains in the source field seed reservoir after har-
vest, or
3. is left in the harvesting equipment?
METHODS
Quantitative exposure assessment constitutes an objective
approach to evaluating the integrity of confinement stra-
tegies. QEA is a formalized process consistent with
established framework approaches for risk management
and policy decision-making (NRC, 1983; USEPA, 1992).
The process entails an explicit statement of the problem;
an appropriate conceptual model; an appropriate mode-
ling approach; information to populate the model; and
distributions to capture model input variance (heteroge-
neity) and uncertainty (incomplete knowledge). Results of
the assessment include characterization of exposure pro-
babilities, uncertainty about these probabilities, and the
factors that significantly contribute to both (Cullen and
Frey, 1999). 
Problem formulation
A first step in ensuring that confinement conditions are
met and that compliance oversight is appropriate is the
unambiguous documentation of the requisite operational
events involved in every phase of production of the
biotechnology agent. The Biosafety Institute for
Genetically Modified Agricultural Products (BIGMAP,
www.bigmap.iastate.edu), of which we are a part, has
used expert opinion to develop systematic flow diagrams
of the major operations and underlying events necessary
for plant biogenic pharmaceutical production in maize
(Christensen et al., 2005). Analysis of the flow diagrams
identifies possible sources of material outflows.
Conceptual model
The level of exposure and the severity of the hazard
define the risk associated with the deployment of a
transgenic crop. Confinement practices alter the process
flows to limit exposure. This conceptual scheme is shown
in Figure 1, where confinement practices are determined
by the agronomic system, the environment in which it is
deployed, and an a priori assumption regarding the
hazard (or perceived hazard) for the transgenic trait.
To define the confinement practices, we consider the
current regulatory guidance for field-testing of plants
intended to produce pharmaceutical and industrial
compounds (USDA, 2003a; 2003b). This guidance is
uniformly applied to any pharmaceutical or industrial
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compound under field confinement, and implicitly
assumes high hazard of the biogenic agent, a cautionary
approach taken in the face of little specific knowledge
about the actual hazard. For the purposes of this exposure
assessment we accept uncritically this approach, and
adapt existing practices for foundation maize seed pro-
duction (Christensen et al., 2005) to comply with the
USDA guidelines. Our analysis considers the hierarchi-
cal processes necessary to limit outcrossing and harvest
loss during field production of a plant biogenic agent
expressed in maize (Tab. 1).
Modeling approach, sources of information, 
and distributional assumptions 
We use a decision tree approach to translate process des-
criptions into logical sequences of activities determining
the flow of products, by-products, and genetic informa-
tion through the system (Figs. 2 and 3). The possible
confinement activities pertaining to pollen flow and har-
vest management are listed in Table 2 along with the
parameters and assumptions used to model them. Input
distributions describing data variance and uncertainty are
also indicated along with our definitions of partially con-
forming and nonconforming confinement activities.
Input data were gleaned from published information, and
do not represent an exhaustive review of the literature,
but instead are intended to be representative of typical
maize production in the Midwestern USA. In those ins-
tances where we use exemplifying assumptions, we have
selected typifying values for the input that are consistent
with current practices for maize seed production. The
current screening level assessment is intended to
demonstrate the decision tree approach within a quantita-
tive assessment framework and was developed using
TreeAge Pro software for model construction and deter-
ministic analyses (release 5.1; TreeAge Software, Inc.,
Williamstown, MA) and Crystal Ball Professional analy-
sis software (version 5.5, Decisioneering, Inc., Denver,
CO) for distributional analyses. Our example is for the
simple consideration of a 1 ha confined source field and
a 1 ha receptor field. Details of the model and parameter
values are considered separately for outcrossing and har-
vest loss below. 
Figure 1. A conceptual model for the analysis of confinement practices as a component of exposure and risk for field-confined
maize production systems. Solid lines represent direct flows of information and materials leading to estimates of risk. Dashed lines
represent flows of knowledge that influence both product and confinement system design; thus, they indirectly influence estimates
of risk.
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Pollen management
Pollen flow transmits genetic information from biogenic
production fields to receptor fields within the vicinity.
We evaluate unintended pollen flow by estimating the
probability that a kernel in the receptor field is biogenic. 
The data of Jones and Newell (1946) and Jones and
Brooks (1950) represent widely cited outcrossing
measurements for maize conducted under worst case
conditions of fully receptive (flowering) plants and
unimpeded wind flow. Following the approach of Aylor
et al. (2003), we modeled these data using a Cauchy-like
function to represent viable outcross fraction (OC) as a
function of distance
,
where D is distance in meters, b0 = 0.288 ± 0.022, b1 =
17.5 ± 4.13, and b2 = 1.6 ± 0.46. We assume the plant is
homozygous with respect to the trait of interest in
keeping with current plant manufactured pharmaceutical
production practice (personal communication Kan Wang,
Iowa State University Plant Transformation Facility).
With this model, the predicted outcrossing is 0.021% at
the 1610 m (1 US mile) offset prescribed by the USDA
guidelines for crops expressing biopharmaceutical traits
(USDA, 2003a). 
Fully conforming conditions include both temporal
and spatial offsets and require no receptive maize to occur
within 1610 m of the source field within ±28 days of pollen
shed at the source (USDA, 2003a). We conservatively
estimate OC for fully complying fields by assuming syn-
chronous flowering in source and receptor fields, and
assuming that all plants in the receptor field stand 1610 m
distant from the source field. Indeed the predicted OC is
conservative compared to other published data for maize
pollen dispersal (Fig. 4; see, for instance, Feil and Schmid,
2002). We define non-conforming management as the
presence of a receptive maize field at a sub-optimal dis-
tance (<1610 m), again with complete temporal overlap.
Without further data on compliance failure rates, non-con-
forming spatial offsets are unknown. To model this
uncertainty, we randomly sample a uniform distribution
of distances from 1 to 1610 m offset from the source field
for estimation of OC (Tab. 2).
The extent of outcrossing is further limited by use of
male sterile plants in conjunction with detasseling opera-
tions to reduce source pollen as shown in the decision tree
for pollen management operations (Fig. 2). We assume
the outcrossing fraction is directly proportional to the
amount of source pollen, so a reduction in source pollen
reduces the outcrossing proportionally. In the present
analysis, we model uncertainty in the effectiveness of the
male sterility system using a triangular distribution (Tab. 2)
where the modal effectiveness is 0.99 (range 0.80 to
0.999) under conforming managements and 0.50 (range 0
to 0.999) when non-conforming. Uncertainty in the effi-
ciency of conforming and non-conforming detasseling
practices are similarly represented by triangular distribu-
tions with modal effectiveness 0.95 (range 0.90 to 0.999)
and 0.50 (range 0 to 0.999), respectively (Tab. 2). Empir-
ical data to populate the model were limited; therefore,
input assumptions reflect both limited knowledge on the
magnitude of input variance and uncertainty about the
consequences of conformance failure. 
Harvest management
Field harvest operations commence from the point of pre-
harvest verification and removal of off types (Christensen
et al., 2005). Harvest operations contribute to maize ker-
nels left within the field (a concern relative to volunteers
Table 1. Process activities for field-confined maize
production used as the basis for quantitative exposure
assessment of maize kernels from a confined field (after
Christensen et al., 2005).
Pollen management
Use trained personnel for pollen management sub-processes and 
cleaning
Use approved procedures for pollen management sub-processes 
and cleaning
Use dedicated or clean equipment for pollen management sub-
processes 
Institute appropriate pollen controls
Conduct pre-pollination identification and removal of off types/
breakers
Conduct post-pollination identification and removal of off 
types/breakers
Confirm temporal and spatial isolation standards achieved 
during pollen shed interval
Confirm overall pollen management sub-processes compliance
Harvest management 
Use trained personnel for harvest sub-processes and cleaning
Use approved procedures for harvest sub-processes and 
cleaning
Use dedicated or clean equipment for harvest sub-processes
Conduct machine harvest in conformance to standards
Conduct hand harvest operations to recover missed/dropped 
ears
Document disposition of biogenic materials through harvest 
sub-processes
Confirm overall harvest sub-processes compliance
OC D( ) b0
1 Db1
----  
b2
+
------------------------=
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Figure 2. Decision tree for pollen flow from confined field production of maize and 50th percentile outcomes for an exemplifying
case of confinement management for a 1 ha source field with pollen outcrossing to a 1 ha receptor field. Input to the pollen
management process begins with an initial determination of the appropriate offset distance (i.e., “offset within standard”) between
the source and receptor field. For an “out of standard” field, if the offset is corrected (“offset pass”), it can return to within
standard; otherwise (“offset fail”) the source field is destroyed. For a source field within standard, subsequent conformance to
temporal offset conditions is considered.
a
 Outcrosses arising from pollen flow to a 1 ha receptor field producing 20 128 000 seeds.
Figure 3. Decision tree for total harvest loss of grain from confined field production of corn and 50th percentile outcomes for an
exemplifying case of confinement management for a 1 ha field. Input to the harvest management process begins with a
determination of whether the proportions of off-type plants within the source field conform to the biogenic production standard
(“off-type within standard”). If the off-type is out of standard and can be corrected by rouging of the field (“rouging pass”), it can
return to within standard; otherwise (“rouging fail”) the source field is destroyed.
a
 Lost kernels from a 1 ha source field producing 20 128 000 seeds.
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in subsequent years, fate of kernels in soil, and removal
of kernels by mammals and birds) and to unintended trans-
mission of genetic information through harvest
equipment. If pre-harvest standards are met, then harvest
can be conducted and is assumed to follow the decision
tree shown in Figure 3. Studies describing maize loss from
machine harvest operations were used to develop distri-
butions for harvest loss (Ayers et al., 1972, as cited in
UACES, 2003; Carlson and Clay, 2002: Columbus and
Willcutt, 2001; Hanna et al., 2002b). Composite data
representing measurements of total visible loss for typical
production equipment were used as follows: preharvest
dropped ears represented losses due to lodging (93 total
measurements); machine ear loss (loss at the header) was
considered as representative of picker losses (94 measu-
rements); and total visible machine loss (the sum of
machine ear, stalk roll shelling, cylinder, and separating
losses) represented combine losses (184 measurements).
Log-normal distributions were determined to adequately
represent all of these forms of harvest loss. We develop
one distribution to describe preharvest loss independent of
confinement procedure. Another represents non-confor-
ming machine harvest loss and is based on combine data.
The lower 50th percentile of either picker or combine los-
ses were used to develop distributions for partially
conforming machine harvest. Fully conforming machine
harvest loss was determined using data from the lower
decile of picker loss (Tab. 2). We view these estimates of
machine harvest efficiency as conservative, since they are
developed from data for harvest operations using produc-
tion equipment where no special efforts were made to
calibrate the equipment to harvest conditions.
Appropriate management practices for crop confine-
ment include hand picking following machine harvest to
recover ears lost in the field during mechanical harvest
(Christensen et al., 2005). There is little known about the
efficiency of hand picking procedures, so we define dis-
tributions to account for this uncertainty. We assume
efficiency of hand picking after machine harvest with a husk-
on ear picker follows a uniform distribution (for fully con-
forming practices: midpoint 0.925, range 0.86–0.99; for
partially conforming or non-conforming practices: mid-
point 0.90, range 0.81–0.99). Similarly, for partially con-
forming or non-conforming hand picking following
machine harvest with a combine, a uniform distribution
with midpoint 0.80 and range 0.72–0.88 is used.
Machine cleaning
Finally, crop confinement management practices include
machine cleaning to prevent outflow of biogenic plant
residue via mechanical transport. Maize combines subject
to typical use contain 45 ± 11 kg of plant residues after
harvest operations; approximately 50% of this represents
grain (25 ± 6 kg grain) (Hanna, 2004; Hanna et al, 2002a).
These data are considered typical of non-conforming har-
vester clean-out procedures in our analyses. Partially
conforming procedures should subject the combines to
systematic cleaning, where grain carryover is reduced to
about 1.0 ± 0.3 kg (Hanna, 2004). We estimate for both
partially and non-conforming harvester clean-out proce-
dures that husk-on pickers contribute only 0.1 kg grain due
to the greater simplicity of the clean-out procedure for
pickers versus combines.
Probabilistic assessment of confinement 
practice
Distributional analysis was conducted to evaluate pos-
sible outcomes. The outcome distributions represent the
effect of both model input uncertainty and process varia-
bility. Ten thousand Monte Carlo iterations, involving
random sampling from the input distributions (Tab. 2),
were conducted to forecast outcrossing and harvest loss
distributions for each of our fully conforming, partially
conforming, and non-conforming cases of confinement
management. 
RESULTS
Pollen management
Pollen confinement was measured as the probability that
a kernel in the receptor field arises from outcrossing with
fugitive pollen from the source field. In the absence of
parameter uncertainty, our model sets this probability as
,
where sc is the male sterility efficiency, tc is the
detasseling efficiency, and OC(D) is the previously
described outcross fraction as a function of receptor
offset distance (D). Subscript c indicates the parameter
value depends on the confinement condition selected.
When fully conforming conditions (spatial offsets
with redundant physical and biological source pollen con-
trol) are followed, point estimates for D, sc, and tc are
1610 m, 0.99, and 0.95, representing the prescribed offset
distance and the most likely values for sterility and detas-
seling efficiency. On the basis of these inputs, the
probability of an outcrossed kernel is <1 biogenic kernel
1 sc–( ) 1 tc–( )OC D( )
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per million. Relative comparisons to this point estimate
(our base case) with the results of distributional analyses
for various degrees of management conformance are pre-
sented in Table 3. Distributional analysis for the
conforming case (when uncertainty about sc and tc are des-
cribed by triangular distributions, Tab. 2) provided a
somewhat higher result (6- and 16-fold higher for the 50th
and 90th percentile outcomes, respectively), due to the
skew in the distributions describing sc and tc. In compari-
son, when spatial offsets are achieved but only one fully-
conforming pollen management practice is employed, dis-
tributional analysis indicated biogenic occurrence in a
receptor field rises slightly to (50-fold for the 50th per-
centile result when conforming male sterile systems are
used with non-conforming tassel management, and 59-
fold when conforming tassel management is used with
non-conforming male sterile systems). When spatial off-
set is uncertain and pollen management operations are
non-conforming, the 50th
 
percentile biogenic presence in
a receptor field is 1467-fold higher than the base case. 
Harvest management
The probability that a kernel is lost in the field as a result
of harvest management operations is 
,
where mc is the efficiency of mechanical picking and hc
is the fraction of lost grain recovered with hand-picking.
With point estimates mc = 0.005 and hc = 0.925, the
deterministic estimate of harvest loss under the fully
conforming conditions is 2500-fold the deterministic
result for outcrossing. Distributional analysis for harvest
loss with fully conforming practices forecasts 50th
percentile and high-end harvest losses 2500-fold and
4333-fold higher than that for outcrossing (Tab. 3). In
comparison, various scenarios for partially conforming
or non-conforming management show high-end total
harvest losses as much as >10 000-fold higher for the
unusual case of non-conforming operations using an
Table 3. Relative predicted materials lossa in relation to degree of conformity to production management practices. 
Deterministic Distributional result
result 50th percentile 90th percentile
Outcrossing (to nearest receptive field)
Fully conforming
Partially conforming
1b 6 16
Male sterility system 59 166
Detasseling 50 100
Male sterility system + Detasseling 500 1000
Non-conforming 1467 15 333
Harvest loss (left in field)c
Fully conforming
Partially conforming
2500d 2500 4333
Combine 20 000 73 333
Ear picker 6000 10 333
Non-conforming
Combine 60 000 176 667
Ear picker 7333 19 000
Harvest loss (harvest mixing)
Fully conforming
Partially conforming
nil nil nil
Combine 1200
Ear picker 120
Non-conforming 30 000
a
 Relative to deterministic result for fully conforming outcrossing (=1). b <1 fugitive outcross per million kernels in the receptor field.
c Results for operations which include a hand pick operation following machine harvest. d Representing 0.04% of total harvestable yield.
mc 1 hc–( )
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improperly managed combine. These estimates represent
partially conforming or non-conforming practices that
include a hand pick operation; without a hand pick
operation harvest loss increases by about an order of
magnitude (Fig. 3).
Grain loss from confined field harvest operations will
meet two fates. It will either remain in the source field, as
described in the foregoing analysis or it will be carried
from the field in harvest machinery. Kernels leaving the
confined field in the harvester may be introduced to other
fields where the equipment is used. A worst case would
involve unintended introduction of maize from the
confined field into seed harvested in another field by
mixing seed with residual kernels in the harvester. Based
on estimates of clean-out efficiencies (and assuming
3600 kernels per kg), deterministic estimates of potential
biogenic occurrence by machine transfer (relative to the
base case of pollen outcrossing) range from 120-fold
higher for a partially conforming picker, to 1200-fold for
a partially conforming combine harvester, and 30 000-
fold for a non-conforming combine harvester. Under
fully conforming practices the equipment would be
dedicated, thus eliminating grain transfer by machine out
of the confined production system.
DISCUSSION
In this analysis we have selected simple empirical models
for pollen flow and biomass production to describe mate-
rials flows through the confinement system. The
materials flow descriptions, parameter estimates, and
quantitative descriptions of estimate uncertainties result
in predictions of the probability of off-source or residual
in-field transgenic kernels. Our estimates of off-source
and in-field presence are intended to be conservative,
since we have sought high-end empirical estimates of
parameters for pollen flow, harvest efficiency, and plant
residue containment. These descriptions are adequate as
a conservative first attempt to describe the relative impact
of conforming and non-conforming confinement mana-
gement operations and to understand the impact of
uncertainty. The methodology described is amenable to
more exacting physical models for materials flows lea-
ding to site- and product-specific exposure estimates (see
for instance pollen flow models such as Arritt et al., 2005;
Colbach et al., 2001; Klein et al., 2003).
A principal concern for field trials of crops expressing
biogenic traits is the possibility of gene escape followed
by undetected replication within the seed production sys-
tem for food crops. Gene flow from confined fields may
result from pollen outcrossing to a receptor field or by
transmission of viable kernels to seed lots through field
operations (principally harvest operations). As shown in
our calculations (Tab. 3), harvest loss in the field far
exceeds outcrossing as a source of gene escape except
when all pollen control measures are non-conforming.
When pollen control measures are not documented and
therefore do not conform, input uncertainty becomes over-
whelming. In this instance, the center of the distribution
still predicts fewer outcross kernels than harvest loss ker-
nels, but the long tail of uncertainty extends beyond many
harvest loss predictions. Lack of data has led us to approxi-
mate these parameter estimates, but the fact that pollen
escape almost always produces less transgenic contami-
nation than harvest loss suggests that control of field
harvest operations needs special emphasis in terms of
mitigating gene escape. In practice, however, it is possible
to tightly control the amount of harvest loss material that
leaves the field. Harvest cross-mixing can be minimized
through procedures that include dedicated equipment and
fields as well as physical inspection to verify compliance;
whereas for pollen flow, physical evidence of off-source
movement is mainly restricted to DNA analysis and is less
likely to be observed. 
We have not considered here other sources of
unintended transmission of genetic information due to
other crop management operations, such as sowing and
tillage, and to the transport of harvested materials from
fields to storage or process locations. We have described
these processes elsewhere (Christensen et al., 2005), and
they remain a consideration for our continuing evaluations
of confinement integrity.
The relative concentrations of inadvertent biogenic
material occurring outside of confinement depend on
source and receptor field sizes. In our analysis we have
fixed the source field size at 1 ha, which matches the data
we used for relating outcrossing with source/receptor field
separation. Thus, the effects of receptor field size,
dimension, and orientation are not considered in this
assessment. As shown by more complex models for
particle dispersal from a source (see for instance USEPA,
2003), an increase in source field size will increase the
potential for pollen outflow and subsequent unintended
presence in a receptor field; whereas, an increase in the
receptor field size will have a varied effect depending on
size, depth, and orientation relative to the source field.
Since we conservatively treat the whole field as sitting at
a fixed distance from the source field, our outcrossing
estimates are high. Still, we anticipate the variation in
outcrossing resulting from reasonable combinations of
source and receptor field sizes and positions will generally
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be less than the variation we observed between levels of
conformance (Tab. 3). Harvest cross-mixing from
biogenic seed will be insensitive to source field size, but
the size of the seed lot it adulterates will influence relative
concentration in the cross-mixed seed. 
The empirically-derived function we generated for
unrestricted pollen flow resulting in outcrossing as a func-
tion of receptor field distance was designed to conserva-
tively overestimate outcrossing potential, especially since
we assume a perfect temporal overlap in source and recep-
tor fields. As suggested by the aerobiological framework
of Aylor et al. (2003), we fit empirical data to a power-
law function that reflects the “apparent long-extending
‘tail’ of the dispersal distribution.” The modeled distribu-
tion (Fig. 4) predicts an outcrossing percentage of 0.58%
at 198 m, comparing favorably to the estimate
0.75 ± 0.63% developed from diverse, although limited,
data (from multiple sources as cited in Feil and Schmid,
2002). Yet, since data are limited for outcrossing to recep-
tive maize at offset distances over 1610 m, the utility of
the power-law function and the data from which our rela-
tionship was developed remains uncertain when applied
at conforming distances.
Even with spatial offsets in place, use of both biologi-
cal (male sterile systems) and physical (tassel removal)
methods are needed in our forecasts to minimize the poten-
tial for outcrossing due to off-source pollen flow. For our
discrete example of fully conforming practice, the com-
bined efficiency of a male sterile system and detasseling
was >99%, yielding an outcrossing frequency consistent
with expectations for high-quality foundation seed pro-
duction (0.001; NRC, 2000), which served as the model
for operations described here. The assumptions concer-
ning pollen management efficiencies are consistent with
our knowledge of current foundation seed production
practices, but uncertain knowledge of these controls has
lead others to conclude further data are needed on pollen
management procedures and failure frequencies (espe-
cially with respect to bioconfinement; NRC, 2004). 
Plant residues remaining in the field may pose a
concern for non-target exposure within the source field,
and some amount may also be inadvertently carried from
the field. We are considering here an example of a
biogenic material expressed within the maize kernel; but
because of leakage effects, there remains the potential for
some level of biogenic occurrence in the plant residue.
These residues are managed in post-harvest operations
and in the following growing season, and are principally
of consequence with respect to potential ecological
effects (such as to foraging animals and decomposition
by soil organisms). Following the decision tree for
harvest management (Fig. 3), the quantity of residues
present following harvest varies amongst the scenarios.
The total above ground biomass left in the field is
comprised of leaves and stalks in all scenarios; it also
includes some additional husk and cob material in those
cases where harvest operations are either non-
conforming or partially conforming. The decline in the
field confined residues at the end of the following
cropping cycle (one year later in this instance) could be
determined under the assumption of a constant residue
decline rate. Decline rates are uncertain but can be
reasonably approximated as a first instance using a
DT50 = 0.7 yr as suggested by Jenkinson (1988). 
Figure 4. Empirical estimate for maize pollen
viable outcrossing as a function of distance
from a pollen source. The predicted outcross
fraction was fit to the data of Jones and Newell
(1946) and Jones and Brooks (1950), and is
compared to other studies which report maize
pollen flow and outcrossing (from multiple
sources as summarized in Feil and Schmid,
2002).
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In our analysis, output variance is greater for partially
and non-conforming than for fully conforming
confinement practices. Increased output variance reflects
both lack of knowledge and variance in the confinement
procedures. Knowledge of the magnitude of output
variance associated with confinement practices is
important in order to control biogenic kernels below a
pre-defined threshold, but even if knowledge were
available, inherent heterogeneities would persist and
contribute to output variance. For example, we lack
knowledge of the likely spatial offsets in use when
regulatory standards are not met, yet even with complete
data, no single source/receptor field arrangement could
describe all non-conforming spatial offset conditions.
The goal of QEA is to identify conditions where either
because of lack of scientific knowledge or imperfect
confinement procedures, there is some non-negligible
chance of producing more biogenic kernels than the
threshold. In the first case, more scientific knowledge
improves understanding of the adequacy of confinement
procedures, whereas for the second case altered practices
may be required to reduce inherit variance and assure
confinement integrity. Improvements could include
better quality control and quality assurance procedures or
added redundancies in selected sets of tasks need to
confine the biogenic products. 
When even conservative estimates establish a
particular procedure as satisfactory, or highly unlikely to
produce fugitive biogenic kernels above the established
threshold, then it becomes important to know the
probability of failure to conform with this procedure, and
given failure to conform, the distribution of the non-
conforming inputs. In our analysis, we identified three
types of protocols, (1) fully conforming, (2) partially
conforming, and (3) non-conforming, and defined input
distributions for each using data and expert opinion. We
have made no attempt to quantify the relative probability
of each protocol type and note that actual confinement
practices will fall on a continuum. Lack of data on failure
rates for the operations described prohibits us from
evaluating process failure frequencies. Our analysis
suggests that if our definitions of confinement practices
are reasonable, the output variance between these three
scenarios is far larger than the output variance within a
given scenario (Tab. 3), leading to the conclusion that the
threat of non-conformance may be far more important for
outcrossing and harvest loss than the variability intrinsic
in the processes themselves. In a sense, we expect greater
variability in outcome between implementations of a
containment protocol than between multiple years of the
same implementation. Further analysis of these processes
for transgenic maize should consider what kinds of non-
conformance are likely and how non-conformance
impacts input parameters.
This analysis identifies numerous uncertainties that
need clarification before refined QEA is possible. We
have used conservative estimates of biomass production
and pollen dissemination. Tighter estimates require more
exacting physical and biological models based on data
collected from relevant environments. Such information
is available, but refining the estimates downward has
little importance when the degree to which confinement
practices conform to standards is unknown.
A major limitation in our analysis is that source data
is limited in many instances, which has led us to use a
number of exemplifying assumptions. The input distribu-
tions we have selected for the current analysis (Tab. 2)
reflect the richness of input data. Where data were largely
lacking, uniform input distributions were used; where we
had greater knowledge of inputs, triangular distributions
were used; and where source data were sufficiently rich,
we developed best fit distributions. As we have dis-
cussed, data limitations will need to be overcome before
the present assessment can be refined and model ro-
bustness can be fully evaluated.
Improving the knowledge of residual uncertainties in
field confined production of plant-expressed biogenic
materials will benefit from increased understanding of
process failure frequencies for conformance to confine-
ment management standards, further analysis of confine-
ment loss probabilities using quantitative tools, and use of
decision analysis to understand how management systems
may be improved and audited for performance. Non-con-
forming confinement practices are difficult to predict, but
quantitative exposure assessment can help to identify
practices and failure rates at particular stages of produc-
tion that can substantially increase the ultimate exposure,
and consequently risk. Additionally, concrete models can
be used to customize management practices and regula-
tory standards for compliance. For example, it is possible
to identify the required efficiency of male sterility and
detasseling that could control outcrossing and allow for a
smaller offset distance. Policy making should be impro-
ved with increased understanding of these uncertainties,
as well as the understanding of the relative importance of
non-conforming confinement management operations
within strictly regulated field-confined biogenic systems.
QEA represents an objective approach to evaluating the
integrity of confinement strategies. 
We have focused in this paper on the quantitative
analysis of exposure arising from confined field
production of maize. We have not addressed the
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consequences of losses from confinement, which would
consider the hazard associated with the specific biogenic
agent being produced by the maize. We have shown that
confinement losses can be managed to very low thresholds
of exposure, but the determination of likelihood of harm
that may occur as a consequence of low level losses from
confinement must be addressed within the context of
product-specific risk assessments that account for the
combined probability of exposure and hazard.
Received October 6, 2004; accepted February 28, 2005.
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